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Abstract 
 
In the previously work, T1-Fuzzy controller successful 75% of control 
Quadrotor 1-axis hover without a long oscillation while given an external 
disturbance in this case is payload positions. This T1-Fuzzy controller which 
designed before, only gives a good response which payload placed at the 
center and a half of arm Quadrotor. Without doing any change in Quadrotor 
components like controller board, four sets Electronic Speed Controller (ESC), 
four sets DC brushless motor, and also four sets propellers, T2-Fuzzy 
Controller performance tested and comparing to T1-Fuzzy Controller in 
previously work. In this paper also used a COG instrument like the previously 
work to validate a Center of Gravity (COG) of payload position variations. T2-
Fuzzy which have a higher level to handle uncertainty and imprecision than 
T1-Fuzzy gave a better result about 100% begin a center position until payload 
position in ¾ arm Quadrotor. 
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Introduction 
 
In a last decade, research on Quadrotor growing fast. This Quadrotor as a flying 
robot can be categorized as a helicopter which has a VTOL (Vertical Take Off and 
Landing) systems have many advantages from other flying principles [1].[1]was 
compared with five flying principles; they are an airplane, helicopter, bird, autogiro, 
and blimp. Advantages and drawbacks of the Quadrotor were explained in[2]. 
The Quadrotor in cross configuration have four propellers. There is divided into 
two pairs of propellers. One pair moving in one direction with named propeller (1,3) 
and the other turn in opposite directions with named propeller (2,4). With making 
